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Exercise 1

Write an interface RandomVariable with at least the methods generate(), getMean(),
getStdDeviation(), getSampleMean(), getSampleStdDeviation(), densityFunction(double x),
cumulativeDistributionFunction(double x), quantileFunction(double x). Implement this inter-
face in two classes

• ExponentialRandomVariable generating exponentially distributed random variables X of parame-
ter λ by inversion sampling;

• NormalRandomVariable which generates a normal N (µ, σ2) by inversion sampling. You
can get a formula from the inverse normal CDF from the Abramovitz and Stegun’s
book Handbook of mathematical functions or use the class NormalDistribution in the
apache.commons.math3.distribution package.

Exercise 2

(a) Define now an abstract class MeanConfidenceIntegral containing methods for the lower and upper
confidence integral for the mean of a random i.i.d sequence getLowerBoundConfidenceInterval(

double level) and getUpperBoundConfidenceInterval(double level). Implement those in
two derived concrete classes ChebyshevConfidenceIntegral and CLTConfidenceIntegral calcu-
lating lower and upper bounds using respectively Chebyshev’s inequality and the Central Limit
theorem.

(b) Add polymorphic methods getParameterUpper(Lower)BoundConfidenceInterval to
RandomVariable, accepting a reference to MeanConfidenceIntegral and a confidence level
double level, which uses the Central Limit Theorem and Chebyshev’s Inequality to com-
pute a 95% confidence interval for λ=0.2. Use a sequence Y =

∑n
i=1Xi/n of where Xi are

i.i.d. Exp(0.2) and n = 1000. Then repeatedly run the program and calculate the frequency
with which λ is within the computed bounds. What are your conclusions? (again,you can
use the inverseCumulativeProbability method in the class NormalDistribution of the
org.apache.commons.math.distribution package.)

Exercise 3

The Box-Müller algorithm states that if U, V are independent uniform random variables then

Z1 =
√
−2 log(U) cos(2πV )

Z2 =
√
−2 log(U) sin(2πV )

are independent normal N (0, 1).

Add to NormalRandomVariable a method generateBoxMuller() that generates a pair of independent
normal random variables (Z1, Z2), Zi ∼ N (µ, σ). Also add a method generateBivariateNormal() that
generates a bivariate normal sample by inversion sampling. Compare the two, in terms of efficiency and
precision, for example testing on P(Z1 ≤ µ,Z2 ≤ µ).


